British Party Pack

Bunting, Party Hat, Place Mat, Invitations

Print-at-home templates for classroom bunting, party hats with tab and ‘cut along’ marks for easy assembly, place mats for food plate to protect desk table tops and a blank invitation template.
You’re invited to a British party!

Host: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________

Location: _____________________________
Party Hat Instructions:
1. Print out the hat template.
2. Cut round the edges of the template with a pair of scissors, and down the dotted lines.
3. Bring the two ends together to form a cone shape and secure using the tab.
4. Use a hole punch to make a small hole on either side of the base of the hat where marked [○].
5. Thread a piece of string or elastic through the holes and secure with a knot on either side to make a chin strap.
Bunting Instructions:
1. Print out the bunting template – you can print as much or as little as you want depending on the length you want your bunting to be
2. Cut round the bunting triangles with a pair of scissors
3. Use a hole punch to make two holes at either corner of the base of the triangles where marked [ ]
4. Thread ribbon or string through the punched holes so the points of the triangles hang down
5. Continue to thread your ribbon through the bunting triangles until you have the length you require
6. Hang your bunting by securing both ends of the thread or ribbon to your classroom wall
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